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ftlI'he child needs strength to lean on, a shoulder to cry on, and
an example to learn from. III
Every child must have love and security if he is to grow and
develop properly. If a child is to accept himself and relate well to
others, it is first necessary for others, especially the parents to ac-
cept the child for his vrorth as an individual. The needs of a retarded
child are the same as those of a normal child, only more so. The manner
in which a retarded child is accepted by his family from the very begin-
ning will greatly affect his self-image, social adjustment and his ac-
ceptance of others. Of course, there is always t~e initial shock to the
parents and their o'wn adjustment to their child's condition. ~bst par-
ants who have a mentally retarded child suffer from a chronic sonrow
that has not always been recognized by the professional personnel who
attempt to help them. This chronic sorrow will usually last throughout
their lives regardless of whether the child is kept at home or is in-
stitutionalized. The sorrow will vary according to individual circum-
stances. ~\llen the parent is asked to "accept If t'he child t s retardation ,
it is not clear to him just what he is being asked to do. In general,
IH. H. Humphrey, (at the National Conference on Day Care Services,
'\Vashington, D.C., l'day, 1965), Children, XII (l~ovember-December, 1965), 234.
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the parents do accept the fact of the child's handicap and try to meet
his needs in a realistic manner. However, the parent cannot abandon his
chronic sorrow even though he would like to do so. This sorrow is a
natural response to a tragic fact. When the professional workers accept·
this as a natural, rather than a neurotic response, they can be more
effective in helping the parents achieve the goal of increased comfort
in liVing with and managing a mentally defective child.1
Statement of the Problem
Mental Deficiency is a family tragedy, and whatever one may do or
say, the tragedy remains. 2 In all cases, the problem remains first and
foremost a fa~ily problem. You cannot regard and treat handicapped
cb.ildren in isolation. All members of the family need to 11ave a clear
and realistic understanding of the nature and extent of the child's con-
dition. 3 "••• the deep, dependent relationship each family member has
to all other family members is rarely understood. • • • In a family
everyone is linked together for better or for worse, sometimes until
death. The reciprocal interplay among family members is seen as a
homeostatic process. u4 110t only must, the family members learn to handle
IS. Olshansky, "Chronic Sorro~v: l~ Itesponse to Having a itlentally
Defective Child," in 1\lal1agement of the Fancily of the ~Mentally }Letarded,
ed. by j,~l. '~Volfensberger and H:. Kurtz (Parldnson Di vision, .b'ollett ili-
ucational Corporation, 1969), pp. 116-119.
2S. Olshansky, "Farent Responses to a tlentally Defective Cllild, It
IvIental Retardation, IV (August, 1966), 21.
3W. Kvareceus and E. N. Hayes, If Your Child is Handicapned
(Boston: Porter sargent Publisher, 1969), p. 399
4J. Baldvdn, "Troubled Child--Troubled l1"'amily, If Elementary School
~ournal, LXVIII (January, 1968), 179.
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their ovm feelings of self-pity, shame, anger, hurt, frustration; they
must learn effective ways of relating to and helping the damaged child.
Diagnosis of t~e family as well as of the afflicted child is called for,
and this is to be followed by family counseling and family therapy. The
other children in the family must not be neglected and the parents must
not wear themselves out in their efforts to help the one child. Jealous
or embarrassed sisters and brothers and tired parents can prove to be a·
greater hazard to the child than the handicap itself. It is true, the
family most certainly needs the help of professionals, but no matter
how effective this help is, mast of the support and reinforcement must
come from the family members~ themselves if the child is to achieve op-
timal development and maximum use of his capacities. Also, the family
interaction with the afflicted child will be either positive or negative--
never neutral. Without full cooperation and understanding on the part
of the family as a vlhole, the handicapped child will be lilnited in his
potential growth and development. 1
Considering what has been said, it can be clearly understood
how important the family is to the retarded child's total development.
In this paper the vvriter has attempted to review the research which has
been done concerning the impact of a retarded child on his family and
vice versa. £Jany studies have been done on family adjustment problems,
reactions of parents, family acceptance, effect on the family unit, and
on counseling the parents of the retarded. H.owever, there is." • • • a
lKvareceus and Hayes, If Your Child is Handicapped, pp. 399-400.
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dist~~bing lack of empirical underpinnings for past and present practices
in the mana.gement of the family of the retarded."l One reason for this
is the newness of the field as there was little family management in
mental retardation before the mid 1940's. With change in family manage-
ment of the retarded, the future will probably see changes in the impact
which a retarded child will make on his family.
In the long run, management of the family of the re-
tarded should, and undoubtedly will, become more continuous
with education for parenthood in general. The rearing of
children is one of the most significant and demanding tasks
most of us confront in our lifetime. Yet, paradoxically,
this is a tasl( for which the average citizen has received
little or no formal preparation. Even when the child has an
unimpaired grovnh potential, and even where parents are
highly intelligent, well-educated, and possessed of abundant
material resources, child rearing is typically fraught with
error, and frequently marked by failure. How much more
problematic the situation then becomes when the child is
handicapped! 2
In view of these statements concerning the family problem which
retardation presents, the v~iter has endeavored in her findings to
determine its implications for the future.
Definition of Terms
For the sake of clarification it deems advisable to define the
follovting terms:
Mental retardation refers to subaverage general intellectual





functioning which originates during the developme~tal period and is
associated \uth impairment in adaptive behavior.
Heber stated that the "choice of the term tmental retardation'
was predicated on the basis that it appears, at present, to be the moat
preferred term among professional personnel of all disciplines con-
cerned. tr1
Mental deficiency - a term used as a synonym for mental retarda-
tion. Sometimes used in a more restricted sense to refer to those
whose mental retardation is attributable to structural defect. 2
l\lentally handicapped - a term sometimes used as a synonym of
mental retardation. It is also used to refer to a specific or seg-
mental defect in intelligence or other aspect of behavior. 3
Educable mentally retarded - a term used to refer to mentally
retarded persons who are capable of some degree of achievement in tra-
ditional academic subjects such as reading and arithmetic~.. Also used
to refer to those mentally retarded children who may be expected to
maintain themselves independently in the community as adults, or to
that group of mentally retarded obtaining IQ scores between 50 and 70,
75 or 80. 4
Trainable mentally retarded - a term used to refer to mentally
IR. lIeber, "i\. IVIanual on ~'erminology and Classification in
Ilental Retardation, II £.i1onograph Supplement to American Journal of hlental
Deficiency, LXIV (September, 1959), 3.
2r'" -d p. 90.~.,
3rbid. , p. 93.
4Ibid. , p. 98.
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retarded persons whose disabilities are such that they are incapable of
meaningful achievement in traditional academic subj acts but viho, never-
theless, are capable of profiting from programs of training in self-
care, social, and sirD.pIe job or vocational skills. Also used to refer
to that group of mentally retarded obtaini.llg IQ scores'· from 25 o'r 30
to 50. 1
Severely retarded - may be viewed as being above the level of
total dependency' throughout their lifetime. ~~ny require intensive and
extensive medical and nursing care; while others,. because. of organic
brain damage, are some\vhat difficul t, to control. Ivlotor development is
retarded, as are language and speech. 2
Exceptional child - this term applies to all children who are
handicapped physically, socially, and mentally, as well as gifted accord-
ing to some scale of mental measurement. 3
Mental retardate - a person who is mentally retarded. 4
l~d.iustment - a stat.e of harmony and adaptat.ion" a relationship'
(as to the enVironment, o.ther persons, etc.)5
lIbid." p. 98.
2H. stevens, "Overview," in Mental Retardation, ad. by H. stevens
and R. Eeber (Chicago: lrhe University of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 4.
3A. o. Heck, Education of Exceptional Children (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953), p. 4.
4.Heber, ~·.Manual on T.ermd.nology and Classification," p. 98.
5Ibid., p. 87.
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Self-concent - is a global concept which, in general, refers .to
the sum total of all the characteristics a person attributes to himself,
and the positive and negative values he attaches to these characteristics.1
In this paper the \vriter has used the terms mentally retarded,..
mentally handicapped, mental deficiency and exceptional, interchangeably.
In the cases where a distinctjion had to be made, the terms r educable Inen-
tally' retarded, trainable mentally retarded and severely retarded were
used.
Summary
It, can be concluded, therefore, that the retarded child cannot
be treated in isolation. It is a family problem and must be treated as
such for the best interests of all concerned.




The writer has found many studies which have been done on the
impact of a retarded child on his family, or on the family problem of
retardation in general. Very few, however, have been found which have
dealt, with the influence of the family on the retarded child. Few sibling
studies have been done because of the difficult nature of gathering such
data. In the area of parent and family counseling for the family of the
retarded much research is being done at the present time.
Effect, on Family Unit
In the estimation of the writer, the two following studies seem
to serve as "key studies tr of the research done on the family problem of
retardation.
The first was a study done in 1956 by Schonell and 'Watts1 in
Brisbane, Australia, to determine the extent of the effect which a sub-
normal (trainable retarded) child had on his family unit. At that time,
not much had yet been done in this area. It had been believed that such
IF. Schonell and B. II. Vlatts, uA ~~irst Survey of the Effects- of
a Subnormal Child on the Family Unit" r' .American Journal of r.lenta..l Defi-
ciency, LXI (July, 1956), 210-19.
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a child had a disrupting effect on family life, but there had been l~ttle
objective analysis to uphold or disprove vVllich aspects of family life
\vere affected.
The aim of this research vvas to determine the extent to vvhich
subnormal children influenced the f'amily unit and to discover how family
life was most affected. ~he children involved, in the study were between
5 ro1d 17 years of age and had to be living in the home and not attending.
a school of any kind. Their development was such that they were incapable
of' profiting from even a special school program as well as being seriously
retarded socially.'
It was found that the lack of knowledge on the part o~ the
parents, their inability to formulate a program for the child, and their
desperate plea for help led to much family t,ension. The parents had no
help or guidance to eas.e the burden, and as a reault, the normal family
routine was constantly disrupted. The activities of the normal brothers,
and sisters were often impeded, the mental health of the motller was
Jeopardized, and thus the problem became one of the whole family unit
and not' merely of the' individual retarded member.
It was concluded that these pl--oblems could at, least be minimized.
if the parents could l"eceive some type of bruidance and if arrangemellt.s·
could be made to place the child in some kind of training center in
order to improve his soci.al development.
A follo1wv-up study \vas done by Schonell and Rorke1 in order to
1:b'. Schonell and l\¥1eg Rorke,) rtA Second Survey of the Effects of
a Subnormal Child on the Family Unit, tI .American Journal of Ivlental Defi-
ciency, LXIV (fw~ch, 1960), 862-68.
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assess t116 changes -~vithin the family units after their subnormal· children
had attended a special day training center for at least six fl1onths.
It was found that 82 per cent of the parents interviewed agreed
that it was helpful to meet ~~d discuss with other parents because this
enabled them to understand their problems better. In this study 75 per
cent of the parents made mention of the fact that the social behavior of
their children, particularly outside of the family group, was greatly im-
proved after attending the training center.
A marked improvement had taken place in the childts adjustment
in the following areas:
1. relationship ,nth siblings and with visitors to the home
2. personal and safety routines
3. care of property
4. level and form of play and language development
The general conclusion reached was that the encouragement and
help received from the center had helped parents to reach a calm accept-
ance of their problem and of all the responsibilities involved. The im-
proved social adjustment of the retarded child greatly decreased the
tension in the family circle and the disrupting effect that it had
previously placed on all the family members.
In subsequent research the findings are quite consistent in their
agreement that parents of severely retarded children are very much limited
in their activities outside the home. In England Holt l found that 40 per
11'C. S. H.olt, urrheHome Care of the Severely Mentally Ii.etarded, It
Pediatl"ics. Vol. XXII, (1958) , cited by B. ,Flarber, Mental Retardation:
Its Social Context ~'lnd Social Consequences (Boston: Houghton ltifflin
Company, 1968), p. 160.
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cent of the parents were unable to go out together and a smaller percentage
were unable to take a vacation. Tizard and Grad1 discovered that about
half of' their families with a retarded child living at home were limited
boy the presence of this child. Farber2 found that many of the vvornen of
the families with severely retarded children often developed physical
symptoms and many parents who spent considerable time in voluntary associ-
ations had low marital integration scores.
In a study done by Fowle3, however, it was found that the mal--ital
integration was not adversely affected by the presence of a severely re-
tarded child in the home. It was also found that the role tension of the
siblings in the family especially that of the oldest female tended to be
higher \yhen the retarded child was kept at home than when he had been in-
stitutionalized. The conclusion of this study, therefore, was that the
welfare of the siblings should be taken into consideration vll1en counsel-
ing the parents of severely retarded children.
Naturally, it can be easily understood that the realization
that their child is retarded does not have the same impact on all fami-
lies. It is passible for a parent's reaction to a retarded child to
vary from complete acceptance to complete denial of his adequacy. Because
lJ. Tizard and J. C. Grad, 'lIte ldentally liandicapped and Their
Families (1~ev7 York: Oxford University Press, 1961), cited by B. :b'arb.er,
Mental Retardation, p. 160.
2B·• .l:i'arber, "Effects of a Severely l~entally Retarded Child on
:h1amily Integration, rt l'J1onograph of the Society forl{eseal--ch in Child
Development, 1959, No. 71, cited by Farber, l\~Tental Retardation, p. 161.
3Carolyn M. Fovvle, "The Effect of the Severely 1ientally Retarded
Child on Iris Family," .American Journal of lJlental Deficienc:y:. LlCXIII
(l~ovember, 1968), 468-73.
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of' the many environment.al and personal factors involved, the achievement.
of acceptance often requires much effort on the part of the parents of a
retarded child. 1
~When Begab2 investigated the factol"s influencing parental re-
actions to their child's handicap, he discovered that the manner in
which the individual parent adjusted to the problem was determined by
a variety of considerations, in spite of the fact that there were some
factors common to all. One of the considerations mentioned Vlas the per-
sonal adjustment, of the parent which included his physical, social, and
emotional resources. V~ith parents 'Yvho were emotionally mature, finan-
cially able, and intelligent, the problem of acceptance seemed to be
less severe than in the case of the less capable parent. The nature
and degree of the child's deficiency and the presence of other children
in the home were also found to influence the degree of parental accept-
ance. T,he personality of the parents and the manner in whi.ch the f'amily
members reacted in a time of crisis were found to be important factors,
too, in determining ho\va retarded child will be accept,ed in a family
unit. A retarded child could be the cause of greater unity in some
families, whereas in others, his presence could be ~~e cause o~ com-
plate disinte~ation.
l~~rion J. Erickson, The mentally Retarded Child in the Class-
Room (l~ew York: (rhe lViacmillan Company, 1956), p. 103.
2·1~'l. Begab, ItFactors in Counseling Parents of Retarded Children, If
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, LJ~ (1956), 515-24.
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Erickson1 observes some additional factors. It has been noted
that when the child is considered to be in the higher IQ:range of retard-
edclassification or when his behavior and appearance are acceptable, the
parents are less inclined to accept the diagnosis of mental retardation.
These findings are borne out in the following quotation from
Stevens. 2
'Ilhe 11ature and level of mental retardation of the
child, the socio-economic status of the family, the emo-
tional stability of the parents, the emotional climate the
parents create in the home, as well as the level of com-
mlmity tolerance for the mentally retarded~ all affect the
manner in which the parents plan to meet tlle needs of tllair
retarded child. These same factors will also detennine
110'yv realistically the family accepts the child. l~loreover,
the constant presence in the home of a retarded child, who
presents obvious physical stigmata, sometimes creates
social rejection of the. family by relatives and fr'iends.
It must be recognized that the effect of family life
on a profoundly retarded child reared in a high socio-
economic status family will be totally different from that
on a mildly retarded child reared in a family of low socio-
economic stat'u.s. The levels of aspiration of parents for
their children greatly influence the attitudes the parents
have for their children.
]j.djrl.stment of ~Parents and Siblings
An interesting study was done by Caldwell and Guze3 in order to
determine what effect the living arrangements of the retarded child would
have on the total family situation. It is never an easy decision to make
lErickson, The Mentally Retarded Child, p. 107.
2Stevens, "Overview," in Mental ftetardation, ad. by Stevens and
Heber, p. 6.
3Bettye Caldwell and S. Guze, "A study of the .l~djustment of Parents
and Siblings of Institutionalized and don-Institutionalized Retarded
Children, u"Al1erican Journal of iJlentalDeficiency, LXIV (March, 1960), 845-61.
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\vhether or not to institutionalize a retarded child. Besides considering
the needs of the individual child, the needs of the entire family have to
be taken into account. Two types of family structure were studied.
Some of the families had a retarded child living in the home and the
other families had their retarded child living in an institution. Two
persons from each family were singled out for close scrutiny in this..
study--namely, the mother and one key sibling. '.iihe main purpose of the
study was to see whether the mothers and siblings of one group differed
very much in personal adjustment from those in the other group. The
data did not reveal any striking differences between the two groups.
Vuthout exception, however, the siblings mirrored the decisions of the
parents regarding the living arrangemel1ts.. of the retarded member. It
,vas found, too, that tIle siblings of the ret.arded child were ordinarily
very adaptable and that they could easily mold their value system in
this matter and conform to the status quo of the family.
The findings of the Caldwell and Guze study should be of great
importance to parents. 'J.'heir reactions "set the stage" as it were, for
the rest of tIle family. Once it has become an accepted fact that a
child is retar.ded, there should also be parental acceptance. "liope for
the mentally retarded child rests with the hope and courage of his par-
ents; a hope built on understanding, and a courage fortified by forth-
rig11tness. rrl 'rhe parent vlho truly loves his child ljvill think of him as,
an individual with the right to become as fully mature as his potentiali-
ties permit. Vlhen the child t s retardation is recognized, he is \yell on
lstella S. Slaughter, The Ivlentally Retarded Child and ¥.d.s l)arents
(New York: Harper and Row, 1960), p. 9.
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his way toward making the adjustments necessa~ for a mentally retarded
child to grow as rapidly and as normally as his limitations vdll permit
and will not ~~vdsely deter his maturing processes. 1 All this, of course,
is not easy for parents, especially 'when they realize that their attitudes
are going to influence the attitudes of' their normal children towards the
retarded brother or sister. The other children have to be taught that
occasionally it is well to give way to the interests of th~ retarded in-
dividual and make some sacrifices for him. They will profit from the joy
of giving and grow in maturity themselves. ~he sacrifices, however,
should be reasonable. For example, it would not be wise for a parent to
insist that a mentally retarded child be included in all of the activities
of his brothers and sistel's. I~ther, brothers and sisters have to be
taught to assume an attitude of understanding toward a retarded sibling.
If they lmderstand the nature and extent of his mental shortcomings, they
will more readily be able to find and create situations where the ra-
tarded child can comfortably fit. Understanding the needs of a mentally
retarded child necessitates understanding the needs of his siblings in
their relationship to him.2
The process of bringing up a child is rarely entirely pleasant,
although, in most cases, the rewards more than compensate for the hard-
ships. Parents of bright, healthy youngsters also need a large measure
of patience, understanding, ingenuity, and strength, but naturally, for
11'h';-,4., 2 4~ pp. -.
2Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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the ramily of a retarded child, the situation is more complicated and
.. d 1nazar ous.
It \vas interesting to note that in a study done by Gordon and
'Ullman2 at the ll~Iorris J. Solomon Clinic for ILetarded Childre11 on the
response of parents to yo~~g mongoloid children, it was found that the
parents of retarded children, as well as those of normal children,
could be classified into three groups with :cespect to social adjustment.
One group consisted of tl10se persons )v110se l~esources and bala11ce el1abled
theln to cope 'with the most excessiva stresses in an effective and con-
structive manner. Family ~~its where this situation prevails are in
the minority. .A greater number, by far, Viere those parents \vho have
succeeded in making an adequate general adjustment but are, nevertheless,
harassed and confused by tIle problems their children present. (f11e third
group is the one in which one or both parents sho'~v neurotic or PS.lchotic
dispositions and when extra burdens tax the liIUit of their l"esources,~
t11ey are often unable to make any adjustme~Llt at all.
During the course of this study as the parents related to one an-
other in group discussions, they discovered that ,many of their problems
were the same as those faced by parents of normal children and that the




One of the problem areas, however, related to the resentment of
B. i\.obinson and l~a:ncy iJ. liobinsoll, The J.Jlentally lietarded Child
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. 506.
21~. Gordorl and i'~l. Ullman, "Reactions of Parents to i)roblems of
r.'!ental ILetardntion in Children," .a.rnerican Journa.l of IVlental Deficiency,.
LXI (July, 1956), 158-63.
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the other siblings at the amount of attention given to the mongoloid child
and also to the handling of the attitudes and questions of the other
children concerning the child's handicap. It was concluded that the
example should be set by parental activity rather than by verbalization
with regard to the h~~dling of and general attitudes toward the retarded
member. The parents could readily understand, especially after one ex-
ample was cited of an older sibling vrllO had an unusually quiet attitude
towaTd her younger retarded sister and rarely, if ever, spoke of her
problem. rl'he sibling's behavior was clearl)T related to the mother r s own
stoical and self-contained attitude toward :the retarded child.
Carr1 states that many parents tend to be concerned vvith tIle rland-
icap before perceiving the child who has a handicap, forgetting that this
Child, too, wants to be an individual. In order to become a well-adjusted
individual, the child needs to accept his particular handicap, not in a
passive and defeated luanner, but with the peace of mind gained through
some mastery over the environment. l)arents can do Inuc11 t.o alleviate
many of their retarded child's negative feelings through love and illlder-
standi11g and by tl"eating him as a norrnal Cllild to a considered exte~n.t.
The child does not have to have the fact of his retardation impressed
upon him~ Most retarded children have been dreadful~y aware of that fact
for many years. Parents, teachers, and other professionals can help them
realize the implications of this fact for their future life by helping
them to come to terms with their assests as well as their liabilities. 2
lLela B. Carr, "Problems Confronting Parents of Children with
Handicaps, It Exceptional Children, J:£..V ~t'ebruary,. 1959), 251-55.
2Iiobinson and f(obinson" l~entall·I F:..etarded Child" p. 498.
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Baum1 mentions shame as being quite apparent in sibling relation-
ships of the retarded child. This feeling toward the child stems from
parental attitudes, too, as can be seen from the following example. A
mother of a large family engaged a sitter for the first time to look
after her attractive little mongoloid daughter. The sitter enjoyed play-
ing with the child in the parl\: and taking her for walks down the main
street of the town. The sensitive mother then had to ask herself why
the child's siblings, who often volunteered to amuse the little girl at
home, had never appeared with her in public. It was evident that the
mother's own feeling of shame regarding her retarded child had affected
the feeling of her other children towards the handicapped' member of the
f'amily.
In keeping with the feeling of shame experienced by many parents
of retarded children, Korkes2 reports a striking finding in her study.
She found that because of the child's handicap, half of the families
interviewed actually moved to a new neighborhood or seriously wanted to
do so.
Sometimes the presence of a retarded child in the family results
in greater unity among the members after the period of adjustment to the
liwlarian II. Baum, ttSome Dynamic .E'actors .liffecting .,b'amily Adjustment
to the Hal1dicapped Child, tI Exceptional Children, XXVIII (April, 1962), 387-92.
2Lenore l(orkes, ff 1'i Study of the Impact of l~entally III Children
Upon Their Families," (A report of the findings of a research project
sponsored by tlle Bureau of Research in l~eurology and Psychiatry of the
Department of Institutions and Agencies of the state of N"ew Jersey, and
conducted by Lenore Korkes, during tIle period July 1, 1954 through
June 30, 1955.) Division of state Library ~chives and Histo~, Trenton,
N.J., p. 105. (Mimeog+aphed)
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child's handicapped condition has passed. Again, Korkes1 mentions
several factors, stated by parents, Vlhich resulted in an increased sense
o:t~ lh~ity of purpose bet'\,veen husband and Ylife. erhe results of the study
revealed that in some of the families f~lere the child had been institution-
alized, it was felt that the removal of the child from the home removed
the source of tension and disagreement. Others felt that the presence
of a h~~dicapped child in the home resulted in changing their attitudes
and values to such an extent that they began consciously to strive to-
wards being a family that pulled together. still others reported that
the experience of having to cope with the child's problems was the cause
of an increased sense of agreement between husband and wife in regard to
important family plans.
In view of the research already cited, it can readily be seen
that the picture need not always be a negativa one. It is suztprising
hovl astonishingly \vell some families with retarded children are able
to manage wider adverse circ~~stances. In some cases, having a retarded
child can give meaning and purpose to rul otherwise bleak existence. 2
1~! appropriate summing up of the findings which pertain to the
adjustment of parents and siblings to a retarded child is stated very
well by Carr. 3
11..Q.id., p. 94.
2ILeuort of a Conference on Social Sciences and 11.lental lietardation:
Farn.iJ"t{ Co.mnol1ents, l~1ichael J. Begab, chairman (Bethesda, tviaryland: l\J'ation-
al Institute of Child Health and Human Development, January, 1968), p. 25.
3Carr, ".Problems Confl~onting Parents, II p. 255.
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Parents are often puzzled about the relationship of'
other children in the family to the handicapped child. It
is helpful to remember that all brothers and sisters can
experience a certain amount of jealousy of each other.
This is likely to be intensified when the mother must
necessarily give more time and attention to the handi-
capped child. The other children cannot be expected to
be entirely reasonable about this necessity because feel-
ings are stronger than logic and reasoning power, both of
which are intellectual qualities to be developed \vith
growth. It is not easy to maintain a healthy b,alance of
helping the other children to be especially considerate
of a brother or sister less able than they, and at the
same time not burden them or encroach upon their right to
develop a healthy personality. No one can give pat answers
as to what parents should do in this regard. It can
only be suggested that a conscious awareness of these
relationships and problems will in itself be a start in
dealing \vith t11em judiciously. Love and acceptance,
freedom to develop,; control to protect, alld good family
relationships are the foundations for healthy personality
development •
.A.ccent"ance, Self-Concept. and Labels
It is possible that some of the difficulties experienced by par-
ants of a retarded child could stem from the way the handicap is diag-
nosed from the very beginning or from the label describing the condition.
Although there is a lack of experimental data concen1ing the effects of
labels on the attitudes of parents and teachers towards children, some
professionals have concluded through clinical observations, that label's
do influence the view taken towards a child's exceptionality.l Accord-
ing to Menninger2 a label that is applied to an illness becomes almost
IR. Combs and J. Harper, "Effects of Labels on llttitudes of, Ed-
ucators Toward Handicapped Children, U 1xceptional Chi1d~, XXXIII
(Pebruary, 1967), 399.
2IC • I.Ienninger, UPsychiatrists Use Dangerous V~ords," The Sat-
urday Evening Post, CCXXXVII, No. 16 (1964), 12-14.
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as damagi.ng as the illness itself and once applied,. the label tends to
mark a person as different, even after recovery_ This is significant in-
safar as the reactions of parents are concerned when they learn that their
Cllild is handicapped, and, as £Jlc:Donald1 implies, this reaction is a result
of confusion and misinformation on t11e part, of the parents. It is true~
that if parents are to accept the retarded child, they must be acquainted
Ylit11 tIle f'act that' their child differs fron'l the average. ilo\vever, t.he
normal parent, even if he refuses to acl\:nowledge the fact, is soon avvare
of' any deviation in his ow~ child.
The true meaning of acceptance for a parent is to ac,cept \7hat the
child can do or learn right now--today, regardless of vihat. llis, "label II
says he can or cannot do _ Today must, come first and it must not be
wasted in anticipation of tomorrow. 2 l~st, parents need time to adjust·
themselves to the tasks of the present with all of its realistic' pos-
sibilities, instead of zn.aking foreboding statements about the dist,ant
future. Great care should be used in making long-range forecasts which
very often can turn out to be wrong. 'I~lnen it is necessary to use a
diagnostic label, the parents must receive help in exploring the true
meaning of the term, other~dse the diagnosis would have a ring of finality
about it. By encouraging parents to voice their fears at this time, they
can be helped to be more realistic in facing their child. 3
lEa T. i:~1cDonald, Ul1(lerstand Those B'eelings (Pi ttsburgh: stanw:ix
llouse, Inc., 1962), p. 11.
2Iris l.Iajor, Hlio,v DoNe Accept the Handicapped.?" Blenlentary School
Journal, 1,;(1 (~rch, 1961), 328.
3Robinso!l and P~bi11son, .plentall"y H.etarded Child, pp. 509-10.
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As the writer mentioned earlier, t11e sorro\v experienced by par-
ent s at tb.e birth of a retarded child is a natural response to a tragi.c
fact. The f~llily, then, is placed in a cultural dilemma and spiritual
crisis vlllich will determine 'wvhether the child and the fam.ily will live
togetl1er in peace, happiness, and security. According to ZtilJ. t the pain
experienced by the parents at this time depends to some degree on cul-
tural factors. It is easy to understand that the parent who is~ ex-
tremely conscious of social standards of behavior will be most apt to
have a difficult time. Zuk maintains that the religious background of
the parents can powerfully determine the degree. of family acceptance
of handicap in the child. The first step in resolving the spiritual
crisis is accepting the dilemma as inevitable. In spite of the cul-
tural dilemma it has been observed that many families ytith handicapped
children are able to maintain a religious attitude toward life. Holt2
remarks,~ II • • • it is only some spark of hope or possibly faith, that
enables these parents to bear their heavy burden year after year. tt
Important as acceptance is, it is not enough--it is a basic need.
Parents have the responsibility of seeing that the child receives the
opportunity to grow and develop according to ius own pattern. This re-
sponsibility manifest·s itself in accepting the child "as is" and working
with him from there. It· is a big t,ask to help a child to help himself,
IG. Ii. Zuk, tiThe Cultural Dilemma and Spiritual Crisis of the
Family '#i th a Handicapped Child, U Exceptional Children, XXVIII (,April,
1962), 405-408.
21{. s. Holt, "The Iiome Care of Severely Retarded Childre11,. u
Pediatrics, .xxII (1958), 753, cited by Zuk, "~ultural Dilemma and Spir-
itual. Crisis," 407.
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but if it is accomplished he will feel good about himself and this is the
sigr.1. of a positive self-image. 'fhe image of self in a child develops
g'radually through his experiences vii th other people. 1 Therefore, parent.s,
siblings', teachers, and peers are all in a position to g·rant or withhold.
tlle child t s need-satisfactions that will influence the development of
his self-concept <or self-image) in either a positive: or negative manner.
The factors involved in the achievement of a positive self-concept are.
actually v'ery few. These factors include one's native potential for
adjusting to the demands of the envirol~nent, special talents or handi-
caps, and the opportunities for learning the skills necessary for suc-
c.essful adjustment. In tIle case: of a l1andicapped individual,. he cer-
tainly carJllot be expected to form a l)ositive self-concept ill all el1viron-·
mel1t "\vhich expects him to behave as if he Vilere not handi.capped. 2 It
remains, then, for others to understand the problems of the l1andicapped
child and to do wllat they can to help him achieve his potential wit110ut
in any vlay demanding too much from him,: or on the other hand, asking
t.oo little.
Sibling Studies·
It is an accepted fact, as the writer previously explained, that
the retarded child cannot be dealt with in i.solation and that his sib,..
lings, as well as his parents, have 8.11 ilnportant influence on his, total.
IGladys G. Jenkins, Hel1Jing Cl1.ildre11 Reach Their I)otential
(Chicago: Scott,: Foresman and Company, 1961), pp. 14,. 35.
2C. c. l~elson, flDeveloping a Positive Self-Concept in the
lflentally Retarded," 1~1ental Retardation, I (February, 1963)" 28-34.
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pattern of development. Irish states, "~;~hile the bonds between parents
an.d children are customarily strong within our nuclear family system, the
t.ies beti.veen and among siblings will in most homes generally also be
c:10se, bei:ng second in st.rength only to the former. ,,1
Since this, aspect of sibling interaction is' so important, one
vvonders vlhy there. is SUCll a lack of empirical studies whic11 llave focused
primarily on sibling relations. Statistical studies to explore the sig-
l1if'icU11ce that brothers and sisters llave for each other have rarely been.
attempted by social scientists. ~~ain, Irish2 cites some practical rea-
sons for tile scarcity of such studies. It 'liould be impossible to ex-
amine the effects of and changes, in sibling interaction through time be-
cause of th~ variations in tIle ages of' the siblings. The very youngest
\vould not yet be able to talk, some vlould not yet have been born" and
still others would already have left home. It would be difficult to
reach a sufficient number of child subjects from a large number of fam-
ilies vv11ich v,;o'4lld be required for statistical studies,: and furthernlore,.
the prevalency of remarriages involving children would introduce com-
plicated sub-groups. Also, children are not as physically accessible
.or as socially amenable to study as, sibling groups as they vlould be as)
separate individuals who could be easily reached in an ordinary school
setting.
Despite t11e scarcity of research c011cerning direct siblinG inter-
action, there are, nevertl'1eless, some studies vrhich show how a retarded
ID. Il~ish, "5iblil1g Interaction: .A. l'Jeglected 1~spect in ,b'amily
Life llesearch. tf in Sourcebook in l:larriage and the }'amily, ad. by Jilarvin
E. Sussman (Boston: lioughton l.dfflin Co., 1968), p. 295.
2Ibid., pp. 299-300.
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child influences his siblings. b'or example, in }j'arber' sl stud~1" of 240
Chicago area families with several retarded children, he investigated
characteristics of tl10se normal siblings who viera closest in age to the
retarded child. He found that the retarded child·s siblings were af-
f'ected" by his high degree of dependency which had adverse effects on
the normal siblings' relationships with the mother. It was, apparently,
not the mere presence of a retarded brother or sister which constituted
the adverse factor, but the amount of the responsibility assumed by the
normal siblings. Much of the housework eVidently fell on the normal
sisters who were expected, also, to serve as babysitters, thus relieving
the mothers of a great deal of the burden. The normal girls who inter-
acted frequently with their retarded sibling were found to experience
more tense relationships with their mothers than those who had little
to do with the retarded child. The presence of a retarded child also
had adverse effects on the happiness of his siblings when the retarded
sibling claimed so much of the parents' attention that there was not
enough left for the normal children. However, many of these adverse con-
ditions could have been caused not so much by the realistic demands'
made by the retarded child, but more so by the irrational manner of the
parents' behavior toward them which, naturally, would work hardships
upon the nonhandicapped child. In this connection~ Korkes2 reports
that many parents endeavor to withhold the urge to express anger or
IFarber, Mental Retardation, pp. 159-62.
2Korkes, "A Study of the Impact of Mentally III Children," p. 83.
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impatience towards the handicapped member for fear of producing dis-
order in the child or causing unfavorable behavior. When this occurs,
the normal sibling then has the additional problem of being pressured
to curb feelings of resentment toward the retardate which might be
normally expected toward any competitor for parental attention.
Adjustment to the retarded child also means a revision in the
birth-order roles in a family life cycle. Naturally, when the children
were ve~ young, the interaction between the normal and retarded sib-
lings tended to be on an equalitarian basis. As they grew older, the
normal children automatically assumed a superior position in the re-
lationship, whereas the retarded sibling, no matter what his age might
be, will never mature socially and will eventually become th~ youngest
child of the family.l
It is interesting to note the contrast in the- findings of
Graliker, FishIer, and Koch2 in their investigation on the reactions
of teenage boys and girls to their younger, retarded siblings. They
found that the retarded child had little influence on siblings who were
at least ten years older then themselves. As a result of their study
it can b'e seen that vlhen the normal siblings are considerably older
than the retarded member, there is little need to modify the birth-
order roles in the family. It follows, then, that without this· re-
lFarber, Men~~~datiQn, pp. 153-65.
2Betty Gralilcer, ICarol Fishler', R. Koch, ·'~~eenage H.eaction to
a ljentally Retarded Sibling, II ~ricaa Journal of lVlental DeficienQX,
LXVI (I~y, 1962), 838-43.
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vision of birth-order roles,,' the normal siblings are not profaundly
affected by the pr'esence of tIle retarded child.
Farber and Jenne conducted a study to determine how interaction
'with retarded siblings affected the life goals of the normal c11ildren in
the family. It was found that both boys and girls who had a high level-
of interaction with their retarded siblings emphasized as life goals
devotion to a worthwhile cause or making a contribution to mankind.
Those who had a low level of interaction were more concerned \vith suc-
cess in personal relations and interested in social-emotional goals.
This study would suggest that normal siblings who sustain daily inter-
action \nth their retarded siblings regard this as a duty and as a re-
suIt they learn to accept and live: with hardships and also to direct
tl1eir life careers towards a profess'ion requiring much dedication and
sacrifice.1
In order to help parents who expressed concern over their normal
adolescents' feelings of being overburdened by the care of their re-
tarded siblings and their expressions of hostility and resentment to-
\v,ard them" the sta±--r of the .Association for the Ilelp of Retarded Children
in New York conducted a guided group experience for adolescent siblings,
of the retarded. 2 The staff considered various ways and means of help-
ing such young people in their efforts to strengthen family life. Group
lB. Farber and ~N. Jenne, "Interaction Viith Iietarded Siblings and
Life Goals of Children, It in Perspectives in l'tlental Retardation, ed. by
T. Jordan (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1966), pp. 30-33.
2IVl• Schreiber and I~Iary Feeley, "Siblings of the Ii.etarded: Part
I-ll'GttidedGrOup EK:perieT.!-ce," Child·ren, ,XII (November-December, 1965),
221-25.
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sessions were held every two weeks to discuss their problems and feelings
as related to their retarded brothers and sisters and to the total life
situation. The staff members were impressed by the large nwabers of the
normal adolescents V~10 already had given evidence of being able to cope
with the fact of their sibling's retardation. The experiences during the
8-month period were successful, not in so much that basic attitudes were
modified or changed, but in that the participants began to realize that.
others had similar problems. Through the group discussions, as time
went on, they seemed to be able to look at the broader implications of
mental retardation not only for themselves but for others who also had
retarded brothers and sisters. It was f'ound, through their experiences,
that the young people involved had developed greater maturity, tolerance,
patience, and responsibility than is ordinarily found in children of
their age. The young person with positive family relationships is often
capable of enduring the emotional hurt and anxiety of having a retarded
brother or sister without serious disruptions in his family and social
life. The more clearly the normal children can understand the realities
of their particular situation, the better they are able to cope with
them.
Similar findings are reported by Adams. 1 She states that when
problems arise with the siblings of the retarded, it is nothing but a
normal response to a highly stressful situation and professional help
could prevent the situation from becoming worse. She also reports that
lMargaret Adams, "Siblings of the R.etarded:. Their Pl"'oblems and
Treatment, It in ldanagement of the Family of the tJlentally Retarded, ed. by
'll. ':701fensberger and 11. Kurtz, pp. 445, 452.
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even though the advent of a retarded child is a tragic and painful ex-
perience, most families have sufficient resources to cope with its prob-
lams if they are given help. The help offered by social workers and
other professionals in the field will greatly aid in ensuring that the
positive resources of strength and good 'will are maintained within the
entire farnily.
In keeping with the above findings, an interesting and signif-
icant Head Start program for younger siblings of retardates is reported
by Kaplan and Colombatto. l This program was undertaken at the New Haven,
Connecticut, Regional Center, in cooperation with the Yale Psycho-Educa-
tional Clinic ill order to idelltif:l tlle I>l'-'oblelus of the sibli11gS and
suggest preventive measures that might be taken. It was believed that
such children often have serious problems arising from living in a home
with a retarded brother or sister. The children involved in the program
were from culturally disadvantaged families and there was a high prob-
ability that the environment could be detrimental to the intellectual
and emotional development of the other children in the family. ~other
factor, however, was that psychological problems often confront a child
when there is an older retarded sibling in the family, regardless of the
cultural-familial background. It was found that out of ten children, at
least half were already showing signs of being mildly defective. 'l'hose
who Viere found within the average range were the youngest of the gTOUp.
It was thus suggested that the retarding effects of the culturally dis-
li'rances Kaplan and J. J. Colornbatto, "Head Start j?l-'ogram for
Sib~ings of fa1entally l-tetarded Children, tI 1ilelltal H.etardation, III-IV
(Jecember, 1966), 30-32.
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advantaged background on these children would become progressively
more serious as long as they remained in that environment. The £01-
lovdng quotation adequately sums up the important implications. of this
Extensive clinical experience vrith families of re-
tarded children suggests the following hypothesis. Some
problems of siblings seem to be a direct consequenca of
liVing in a home with a retarded child. For example,
bringing friends home after school might be more diffi-
cult or embarrassing vvith such a sibling. However, an-
other potential source of great difficulty lies in the
changed attitudes of parents to~vards their children
once t11ey knovl they have a retarded child. Very fre-
quently, -parents fear that the child born after the
retarded one will be defective; or they begin to: de-
pend on the u1'lormal U siblings to make up to them for
all the things the retardate cannot achieve. The pos-
sibilities are endless" but all have serious implications
for the normal boy or girl. 1
As a result of the findings of the above studies;, the writer
has concluded that a retarded child can react on his normal siblings
in various ways. Much seems to depend on the ages of all the children
concerned and on the socio-economic. background of the family. linally,
Ro binson2 offers the follovling succinct. statement:
The evidence suggests that Inost children can adapt
themselves to the presence of a retarded brother or sister
and that they tend to adopt the attitudes of their parents;
tov~ard the family situation. Only when they are pushed
aside or expected to assume maturity and responsibility
beyond their years are they likely to suffer serious con-
sequences.
llQ.id., p. 32
2Robinson and I~binson, Mentally Retarded Child, p. 523.
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Imnact of the Family on the Retarded Child
~uch of the retardation research has focused on the
impact of the problem on family life--the intrafamily dy-
namics it brings into play and the changing role patterns,
and adaptive strategies that develop. The converse prop-.
osition, the impact of the family on the retarded child's
development, personality, and emotional status has re-
ceived less attention. The impact of the child's con-
stitutiona.l endo\vrnent on parent-c11ild interactions, the
role of the family in the socialization of the child,
and the effects of parental attitudes and child manage-
ment techniques are all critical in this context. lU1d,
of course, families are not islands unto themselves.
Each is subject to a host of ethnic t religious, socio-
economic and cultural values which affect how they per-
ceive and cope ~Nith the problem. 1
In the light of the above quotation it can readily be seen why
the present writer has had difficulty in locating articles or studies
that have dealt precisely with the influence of families on retarded
c'hildren. liany.,references have been made to the importance of this in-
fluence, as, for example: "The attitudes of parents and siblings toward
the retarded child are the most crucial to family adjustment • ,,2. .
~4.1so, llirhe handicapped child·s attitudes regarding himself and his· hand-
ic.ap are in major part determined by parental reactions tovlard the child
and his disability. J~yone who has worked with handicapped children and
their parents is well aware of this fact. Vlliether the handicap is a
lBegab (chairman), Report of a Conference on Social Sciences
and Mental.Retardation, p. 3.
2Ivi. Begab , fffJ:he I,'Ientally Retarded and tJ:J.e li'amily, If (paml)111e.t)
reprinted from Prevention and Treatment of Ijlental Retar·dation, ed. by
I. Philips (Basic' Books Inc., Publishers, 1966), p. 76.
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mental one or a physical one, the way in Yl11ich the parents respond to it
and to tIle child is a major factor in deciding the child "5 own self-
attitude. nl
Heilman further states the follovdng:
Observed parental behavior seems to bear a close re-
lationship to observed child behavior. iuthough the majority
of the cases seen in clinical practice are not so clearly
drawn as the ones reported, there is usually an observable
similarity between the kinds of behavior which the parents
exhibit and the ways in which the child behaves.
In planning services for handicapped children, per-
haps more emphasis should be placed on expanding therapeutic
services to parents, as being one of the best ways of assist-
ing the child to achieve the optimlli~ emotional and social
adjustment. 2
The article by Heilman is important not only for its teaching
value but also because of its historical significance. According to
~ol~ensberger and Kurtz, 3 Heilman was one of the few persons, who, as)
early as 1950 recognized that one of the best ways to help the child
vias to provide help for the parent.
11.ccording to F~oss, liThe child can only be helped if tIle respon-
sible adults around him are able to come to terms with his deficit on
the basis of a realistic recognition of his strengths and his handicaps.tt4
Ross explains further that retarded children are more dependent on pa-
loAnn B. Heilman, '''Parental Adjustment to the Dull liandicapped
Child, If .AJnerican Journal of liental Deficiency, LIV (1950), 556.
2 Ibid., p. 562.
3'Nolfensberger and Kurtz, ii1anagelnent of the E'amily, p. 415.
4A. O. Ross, The Exceptional Child in the Family (New York:
Grune and stratton, Inc., 1964), p. 70.
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rental care and remain dependent for a far longer period of time than
normal children. Because of the greater intensity of parent-child inter-
action, it is imperative that parental conflicts and anxieties do not
disrupt the relationship, as this could play havoc with the child's
emotional stability, since the child's self-image is derived from the
attitudes that those around him hold and manifest toward him. l
Ross' findings are borne out by Worchel and Worchel2 in their
study' in which parents of retarded children rated the personality tra~ts
of t11eir ovm retarded child, their idea of the "ideal" cl1ild, and of the
average child. They found out that there is greater parental rejection
of the retarded child than of the normal one, and in viei;v of the find-
ings, plead for efforts directed toward developing better attitude.s on
the part of parents.
It has already been mentioned in this paper that siblings of the
retarded child do tend to imitate their parents' attitudes toward him.
This fact is again brought out in a study by Barsch3 in which he stresses
the importance of parental attitudes by explaining that. an undesirable
home environment can be highly conducive to creating emotional compli-
cations for the defective child.
2Tillie Norehel and P. Vlorchel, "The Parental Concept of the
lvlentally Retarded Child, It American Journal of l'Jlental Deficiency, r;;.;:v
(I~lay, 1961), 782-88.
311.. Barsch, "Explanations Offered by Parents and Siblings of
Brain-Damaged Children, It .Exceptional Children, MVI (January, 1960),
271-74.
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Denhoff1 explains how parents of exceptional children have dy-
.namic impacts on the growth and·development of their children. Parents
very often have reactions about their children which may be influenced
deeply by hidden psychological factors about which they have little
understanding or control. Especially in the case of parents of handi-
capped children, many mixed emotions are present which are qUite psy-
chologically involved. L~ch of the difficulty stems from how early the
diagnosis of the handicap is made, because it has been discovered that
the longer time it takes a parent to find out, the greater the interna~
conflict about it will be.
Parents have a direct influence, either favorably or adversely,.
on an exceptional child's ability to adjust into society. Naturally, a
handicapped child will never achieve the same excellence of performance
as a non-h2illdicapped child, and a mildly handicapped child will most
certainly perform better than a moderately handicapped one. But it
follo\vs that a 'well-motivated, efficient, happy handicapped child will
excel the performance of a normal child vill0 is careless, a11xious, and
poorly motivated. 1'11is is "vvhere the proper, accepting, parental atti-
tudes, especially if they have been present since the child's early
life, have a great impact on a child's adjustment.
The following is an interesting and thought-provoking statement
made by Denhoff in his study:
IE. Denhoff, "T11e Impact of Pal'-'ents on the Growth of Exceptional
Children, n Exce'gtional Children, XXVI (January, 1960), 271-74.
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In early infancy it is hard to predetermine vnlich babies
will make good students. T.hus, by initiating a total treat-
ment plan early in life, and by integrating what we have
learned about parent attitudes with what we know about gro\nh
and development of children, it seems that severely or mod-
erately handicapped children appear to become mildly handi-
capped. Similarly, the mildly handicapped children seem to
end up--in the eyes of their parents--vdthout a handicap at
all. It is true that there is a high casualty list during
the pre-schqol years. Some handicapped children are destined
to remain babies. Others are so distorted behaviorally by
the impact of parents with attitudes so adversely influenced,
that there is little that can be done to change them. It
has been fOlmd that nhysical handicap alone has never been
a deterrent to normal adjustment. Emotionally healthy fam-
ilies have happy and well adjusted exceptional children. 1
In later school years, too, it Vias found that the key to "gqod"
school adjustment is family understanding and acceptance. Good medical
treatment and psychological evaluation are both necessary, but the fam-
ily is of t11e first. importance in the impact made on the child. 'l'he
parents must have a sympathetic' understanding of the child's needs if
they are to profit from the concrete and realistic; suggestions given by
?the professionals for their child's well-being and progress.~
The importance of the influence of the family continues: on into
adolescence when the mentally handicapped child is even more in need of
the support of his environment. At this time of his life he needs the
f'eeling of security and belonging in order to wean himself safely from
2E• Denhoff and R. H. Ilo1den, "Family Influence on Successful
School Adjustment of Cerebral Palsied Children," Exceptional Children,
XXI (October, 1954), 5-7.
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his family when he finds himself in a new and mature relationship out-
side the home. Rejection of such a child by his parents and a neurotic
atmospl1ere in the home vlould only impose a neurotic behavior pattern in
addition to the difficulties that the handicapped child already had. 1
In general, the results of the studies seem to indicate an
agreement among the writers, of the tremendous impact made by the fam-
ilies on the tot.al development and adjustment of their retarded cllildren.
~1s a concluding r'emarl\:, Ro binson states:
There· is an obvious reciprocal relationship between a
retarded child and his family. (rhe more favorable the re-
lationship, the more stable, tractable, and self-possessed
the child will be and the greater vdll be the happiness and
stability of those who live with him. In turn, he will be
more likely to gain the affection and support he needs to
enhance his healthy adjustment. 2
Counseling and Guidance
In the light of all the foregoing remarks, it is only logical to
conclude that since the impact of parents on the adjustment of a retarded
child is of' such critical importance , it must naturally folloYf that par-
ents are in desperate need of help, guidance, and counseling as soon as
they are aware of the fact that their child is handicapped. The earlier
this help is received, the better it vdll be for all concerned.
11~1artha Poale, u~'~he Special Difficulties of tlle High Grade l~~ental
Defective Adolescent, If iunerican Journal of Ivlental Deficiency, LX. (April,
1956), 867-77'.
2Robinson and Robinson, Ivlentally ltetarded Child, p. 513.
Ross explains the importance of help for parents by saying:
Yet a plea to parents that they adopt realistic atti-
tudes tovlard a child's defect or handicap is quite useless,
since the person with unrealistic attitudes is una,vare, of
holding them. Unconscious mechanisms are exceedingly pow-
erful forces and such defenses as reaction formation or
denial do not yield to exhortation. Because of this the
~~derstanding, skilled help of the professionals with
whom the parents come into contact takes on tremendous
importance. The parents themselves do not know that they
are distorting reality. It is the professional outsider
who must be prepared to help them toward a realisti'c appre-
ciation of the childfs condition. With sensitivity and
unclerstanding most parents can be helped to cope vlith
their crisis and its consequences in a realistic m~""lIler,.
especially if professional help is available rig"ht from
the time when the child's exceptional condition is first
discovered.1
TIle mother of ~k exceptional child w:rote the follovling: "Our
greatest need: Constructiva professional counseling at various. stages,
in the child's life which will enable us as parents to find the answers
to our O\vn individual problems to a reasonably satisfactory degree.,,2
Even though this plea for help seems to be very simple, the very
simplicity of it can be misleading. This type of help is not so easy to
provide. tilt is, in fact, ve~J difficult to provide, for, as Spock
(1961) so honestly admits, t,elling parents that their child has a handi-
cap or defect is one of the tasks most, repugnant to the physician. lI )
lRoss, EKceptional Child in tb.e Famil~, p. 70.
2NIrs. lvla,x A. I~l1.U~l"'ay, "Needs of Parents of .Nlentally Itetarded Chil-
dren~u Jlln~rican JOU2~nal of Mental Deficienc~, LXIII (lway, 1959), 1087.
3Uoss, l!lxceptional Gl1ild in t11e Famik, p. 73, quoting B. Spock,
OIl_BeiAp: a Parent of .a Handicauped Child (Chicago: Nat,ional Society for
Crippled Children and Adults, 1961).
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That this is a difficult task is understandable. Despite the
fact that it is, however, guidance for parents is imperative. According
to Begab:
Guidance for the parents is no less vital than for the
child himself, for it is within the orbit of family life
that the child is taught the "socialmindedness" character-
istic of later life. Here he learns right from wrong, con-
sideration of otl1ers, respect for property, and hO·v7 to s11are.
'I'o create 8.J.'J. atlnospl1ere most congenial to this development,
parents need education as well as therapeutic services to help
them carry out their child-rearing functions. Attention to
these problems in the early phases of family adjustment can
prevent more serious difficulties later in 11£e.1
Even though early help for parents is highly reco~~ended, the
situation becomes a little different in the case of a mildly retarded
child. Severely retarded children are usually detected at birth and
it is at this time that the parents seem to need the most intensive
help. On the other hand, mildly retarded children are often not sus-
pected until a number of years have elapsed alld evidence begins to
accumulate that t11e cl1ild is "slovv". Tl1.e child'i too, may not have ally
physical appearances that would indicate any retardation. Under these
circumstances, the parents are frequently relucta.nt to accept the fact
and ofte!l try to de11y it 01' 110pe for a cllange. Parents' belated reali-
zation of tIle retardation leads to a depression which has. a "double
edge" on it because the child may be well aware of the fact tllat his
parents are disappointed in him. This, of course, results in a poor
parent-cllild relationship. The parents, then, need guidance in order
to restore an effective relationship with the child and to help t11em
IBegab, "The iwlentally Retarded and the Family," (pamphlet) p. 79.
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realize that the child can become a contented and contributing member
of' society. 1
'l'he need for some type of guidance or counseling for tlle parents
has already been explained. However, the group approach has become in-
creasingly important for its therapeutic value. Uhen group therapy
methods were first introduced, it was a matter of efficiency in treat-
ing sevel~a1 persons at a given time. As time went on, certain unique
social advantages of group treatment over individual methods came to be
realized. In a group of parents with similar.problems, their grief may
come to expression and they begin to help one another to resolve their
inner conflicts. The therapeutic goal of such a group is to help the
parents themselves to adjust to their situation, to understand them-
selves and also their attitudes and feelings toward the retarded child.
2
From the above remarks, the conclusion may be reached that it is
highly imperative that parents receive professional help as soon as
their child is recognized as being retarded. The guidance is needed to
help the parents to get over the initial shock and to get through the
period of mourning that naturally accompanies the diagnosis. Early
diagnosis is important., but in the case of b·elated recognition of the
retardation, guidance is still needed, although it may be along slightly
different lines. The professional adviser, according to Zuk, has a dual
IJuanita Dtilton alld Helene Epstein, "Counseling .Parents of
i.iildly 11etarded Children," in ~lanagement of the Family of the 1\.1entally
Retarded, ed. byitlolfensberger and Kurtz, PI). 415-20.
2Vlolfensberger a11d l(urtz, Mana2;enlent of the b'amily of the Ailen-
tally Retarded, pp. 226-28.
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responsibility, .. • • • to prepare the family for day-to-day problems and
to strengthen its spiritual qualities in order to help it sustain itself
in the trials through vlhich, inevitably, it shall pass. III
And finally, the value of group therapy is not to be underest~­
mated. The mutual support and encouragement of parents t.o each other in
group guidance and counseling is of significant importance.
Summary
The tragedy of mental retardation remains a family problem. The
studies reviewed reveal the tremendous impact that this problem has on
each and every family member. Because of the ,delicacy of the problem
and of the importance of helping the handicapped member to successfully
cope viith life t s tasks, both parent and prof'essional must work together
to help him achieve a measure of independence and to see himself as~ a
viorthy and valued member of t he community. 2
lZuk, "Cultural Dilemma and Spiritual Crisis of the ~'amily,U p. 408.
2Kvareceus and Hayes, If Your Child is Handicapped, p. 408.
CHA¥2ER III
CONCLUSION
Implications for the ~~ture
As an outgrowth of' the studies revie-w'ed~ several impli.cations
for the future can be deduced. One is the importance of early diagnosis
on the part of the physician or prof"essional worker upon who·m it falls
to inform the parents that they have a handicapped child. To delay,
under the pretense of upsetting the parents, or hoping that it may not
be so, only gives them false hope and makes. the shock greater in the
end. The earlier the parents receive guidance and help in this matter,
the better :ror themselves and for the child, too.
Not only guidallce and counseling for the parents as individuals,
but also in groups is becoming more imperative in coping with the family
problem of retardation. The group approach in family management possesses
unique social treatment advantages, and the utilitarian aspects of group
treatment should not be minimized.
~bwad, the former executive director of the National
Association for Retarded Children sees an urgent need for
systematic efforts toward, a) a clearer conceptualization
of various group approaches for parents, b) clear recogni-
tion of appropriate training of managers of group problems,
and c) t.he development of research designed to assess the
effectiveness of such programs. l
l'{{olfensberger and Kurtz, Idanagement of the .h'amily of the I.1entally
Retarded, p. 229.
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With changes in family management of the retarded, the future
will probably see changes in the impact which a retarded child makes,
on his family.
In the future, more should be done to try to reach the parents'
of' mildly retarded children. The developmental potential is the great-
est for t11is group, yet it is the group for which the least has been done.
1I1ost services have been geared t,o\vards, helping those with severe retar-
dation and the same emphasis seems to prevail in parents,1 groups.l
Also, according to Begab:
Up to the present time, there has been an unexplained
gap in mental retardation research. Many psychological,
educational and biomedical studies have been done, but few
sociological studies. fI'his is particularly st-range since
priorities for sociological research center around family
interaction and the interplay between sociological. vari-
ables and family functioning--areas which have enormous,
significance in relation to mental retardation. They
need to be explored as a basis for assessing the relative
contributions of genetic' factors, mil10r neurological def-
icits, and social forces' in the etiology of mental retar-
, dation. 2
In this conference the point \vas made that. perhaps if the label
"mental retardation" were changed to "social retardat.ion", the socio-
logical aspects of the problem could more easily be stressed and soci-
ologists could more readily see its relevance to the field of social
sciences. It was mentioned, too, that perhaps the most important point
f'or sociologists to center their attention upon would be on the manner
IBegab, (chairman), Report of a Conference on Social Sciences,
and I!Iental Retardation, p. 22.
2Ibid., p. 26.
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in which mental retardation can be used to illuminate other relation-
ships \vithin the family.l
It seems reasonable to assume that in the future much more will
be dOlle i11 the field of soc'ial sciences about the problerll of mental re-
tardat'ion, since anything that make.s such an impact on the family cer-
tainly makes an impact on society in general.
Suramary
Idental retardation is a family problenl; tllerefore, the retarded
child cannot be dealt with in isolation. Family problems require fam-
ily solutions. The trauma and shock which families experience with the
advent of a retarded child is a normal response to an extremely stressful
situat,ion, 8.J."1d professional help is needed to prevent the situation from
becoming ,vorse. The retarded child makes a tremendous impact 011 the life,
of the other family members, and, by the same token,. the attitudes and
reactions of the family towards him greatly affect his total develop-
ment. The most., crucial aspect of any child t s environment. is his falnily.
The attitudes shovm by the parents are important because the normal sib-
lings largely reflect the feelings of their parents towards the retarded
member. :I.'he secure parents, then, who aim at developing positive atti-
tudes towards the child and accepting him as he is for his worth as an'
indiVidual,. are well-equipped to provide a healthy climate in \vhich the
retarded child may flourish. Professional help is needed, hovvever,. to
enable the parents and siblings to achieve such a goal.
lIbid., pp. 27-28.
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Begab sums up the problem very well in the following manner:
Mental retardation as a family problem is, then, as~
diverse as the many causes that produce this condition and
the differences in family and community situations that
contribute to it. Each situation must be evaluated care-
fully. Only as the nature of the problem and the dynamics
underlying it are fully recognized can appropriate solu-
tions be undertaken &~d the retarded person's potentials
realized. j~ the child progresses through life, his needs
B..4"1d those of his farnily assume new dimensions, calling for
different services or professional skills. To the extent
that these are adequately provided and properly coordinated,
the mentally retarded will prove to be less of a threat to
f~nily stability. In time, society will be more than re-
paid for its investment. l
Conclllding l"temarks:
As a fi t,ting conclusion to all that has been written in this
paper, the following quotations seem to be appropriate:
I would urge any parent or relative of a retarded
child not to despair. 'l'he retarded are capab,le of great
love and great joy. In us, they can create a meaning and
purpose beyond the normal. Above all else, we must love
them, but as people, not as objects. If the retarded are
taught, they can learn; if they are encouraged, they can
succeed; if they are trained, they can work. And if they
are given our respect as persons, they will return that
respect, not only for us but for themselves. This; is the
greatest gift we can bestow, and they, in turn~ can be-
stow on us a glorious enrichment of our lives.
IBegab, "The lJlent ally Retarded and the Family, If (pamphlet),
:p. 83.
2Ro sa Kennedy, ffl~eilv Hope for the lidentally Retarded, It Sign .
Ma~azine, June, 1970, p. 26.
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In conclusion, may we leave you vdth the thought
that even though we as parents of retarded children are
faced with a multitude of problems, many unanswerable
q11estions and a great deal of grief, yet Yle do have our
compensations•••• It has been my privilege to have
talked vdth hundreds of parents of retarded children.
One of the favorite themes which permeates our conver-
sation is 110W much our children have meant to us. This
thought runs like a bright golden thread through the
dark tapestry of our sorrow. Yve learn so much from our
children; retarded children are vlonderful teachers if we
are not too proud to learn from them and the grief of
parents leaves little room for pride. We learn so much
in patience, in humility, in gratitude for other bless-
ings we had accepted before as a matter of course; so
much in tolerance; so much in faith--believing and
trusting where we cannot see; so much in compassion for
our fellowman, and yes, even so much in wisdom about
the eternal values of life because deep agony of spirit
is the one thing 'Vvhich can turn us from superficial-
ities of life to those things that really matter. We
also gain much in developing a strange kind of courage
\v11ich enables, us to face life \tithout cringing because
in one sense we have borne the ultimate that life has
to offer in sorrow and pain.
Where in all of this wide, vvi.de world could we go
to learn such lessons as these--lessons dealing with the
real meaning of life?
Where else could we ever learn so much :rrom those,
who know so little?l
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